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A new experimental technique for texture discrimination is proposed and if 
involves the USE of deconvohttion filters in a coherent optical computing system. 

A texture is considered as a convolution of a subpattern with an array 01 
impulse functions. A procedure to synthesize a deconvolution jilfer, given a prolo. 
sample of a texture, is described. The filter is used successfully in a coherent optical 
computer for recognizing a chosen texture in a mixture of textures. The discri- 
mination caused by the deconvolution$lter is identified by  zhe presence of characterisiic 
dot pattern in the output plane. 

The results on texture discrimination obtained with conventional matchedfilter 
methods are compared with those of deconvolution techniques and it is concluded 
that the deconvotution techniques are superior. 

Further it  is shown that unambiguous discrimination ofparent texture is possible 
with the proposed technique even in cases where seemingly different textures are 
generated by  conditions such as overlapping and differences in background illumi- 
nation. 
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Texture discrimination meikods that could lead to scene segmentation 
have potential applications in fields like remote sensing, and bio-medical 
image processing. Several digital methods have teen proposed to deal 
with this problem [see 1 ,  2, 3 for references]. Optical computing methods, 
such as the application of Vander Lugt filters provide an  alternative. Here 
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,, is described wh.ere texture discrimination is effected by the 
of deconvolutioll filters in a coherent optical system. Tbe 

deconvolution js implemented by Fourier transform division using a complex 
two element spatial filter. The filter realization is by the h.olographic 
,thod &st developed by Stroke and Halioua4 for image deblurring 

In addition to the well-kncwn advautages of optical computing 
such as speed and parallel processing capability, it is sh.own by experimental 
results that the performance of the deconvolution filter is far better than 
ae conventional Vander Lugt filters in such. applications. 

2. DESCRIPTION 01: THE METHOD 

2.1. Model 

It appears that the subpattern/placement models is the most appro- 
priate model to deal with structural textures. Taking a cue from this 
widely used model we propose that a two dimensional structural texture 
t (x ,  y) may be viewed as a convolution between a subpattern It (x, y) and 
an array of impulse functions e (x,  y), ie . ,  

t (x, y) = h (x,  y) * c (x. y) (1) 
where 

C(X. Y )  =; Z1 8 [(x -- xn), (v - ym)l 
12 m 

and x,, y, are the coordinates of the impulse functions constituting the array. 
h (x, y) can be single unit cell o r  a proto-sample of the texture which, in 
general, would encompass several unit cells. 

The experimental results of this study bear testimony lo the validity of 
the proposed convolution model for a structural texture. 

2.2. Principle 

Fourier transformation of (I) yields : 

T(u, v )  = H(u  , v) . C (u, v )  

where T, R a n d  C are l?o'our~e~ transforms of t, lz and c respectively. Given 
a texture in the form of a transparency whose amplitude transmittance 1s 
k Y )  the transform T(u,  v) can be obtained as the amplitude distlibutlon 

in the back focal plane F, of a lens &; the transparency being placed in 
the b u t  plane r and illuminated with a plane wavefront derived from a 
laser (Fig- 1). H(u, V )  can be expressed as, 



The decol~volutio~l filter requircd should have an effective transmittalc, 
[a ( u ,  v)]-l. This is sealised by the combined action of, (a) an amplitude 
filter with transmittance 1 H (u, v) I-' which is placed in the plane p,; (b) 
a -holographically recorded phase filler with transmiltancc exp (- Y,) 
which is located in the second ti-ansfom. plane E2 01 Fig. 1% The plane 
EA is an image of plane F ,  produced by lens L,. 

The liltering action by the deconvolution Gller produces C ( u ,  v), wbch 
upon retransformation by lens L, yields thc required impulse function 
array in thc ouput plane 0 of Fig. 1. 

. . .-, 
COLLIMATOR INPUT 

ILLUMINATED \ 
BY FOCUSED 
LASER BEAM 

Fio. 1. Schcm.~iic of optical colnputit?g system. 

If a scene containing textures t,. t,, t,, t ,  as sh.own in Fig. 2a is used 
as input and if the deconvolution filter corresponda to texture t,, then all 

irnp~~lse function array of the form shown in Fig. 2 b will be obtained 
in the output plane. This distinctive dot put/eoz efectively discrirnimtes 
the region containing rhe selected texture from others in the given scene. 

Fie. 2. %hematic represcntaiion of texture discrimination using deconvolutioli fib 
technique. 3 :  , 

(a) A composite texturc scene. 

( I , )  Output expected after deconvoluiion operation. 
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2.3. Experiment 

2.3.1. Amplitude filtev : A proto-sample h (x ,  y) of the texture to 
be discriminated is placed in the input plane I (Fig. I). The intensity of 
the Fourier transform ] H ( y  v)jz is recorded on a photographic plate in 
he plane F,. Adjusting the exposure for maximum linear recording and 
controlling the development process to  obtain a contrast factor y = I ,  
a filter can be made with transmittance in amplitude TJ1 (21, v) given by 

where D, (u, v), the density distribuiion in the developed plate, is given as 
y log,, 1 H(u, v) j2.  It  can be clearly seen from eqp.. (4) that T, ( 1 1 ,  V )  = 
jH(u, v )  1-l, if y = 3 .  This plate acts as the amplitude filter whkh will 
be placed in plane F, of the optical computer set up shown in Fig. I .  

2 . i .2 .  Phase filter r To record the holographic phase filter, the 
sample lz (x,  y) is placed in input plane 1 and the amplitude filter is placed 
in its original recording position (i.e., in plane F, of Fig. 1). This set up 
generates a pure phas: function exp out of plane F,, which is imaged 
on to plane F, with a magnification of approximately unity. Using a strong 
inclined plane wavefront, A exp (iuO/h), a hologram is recorded in 
plane Fz, where A is the amplitude, X is the wavelength of the laser source 
and R is the inclination of the referencc bean1 with respect to optical axis. 

The intensity distribution incident on the hologram plane is given by 

The desired phase component of the deconvolution, which is represented 
by the third term in eqn. (5)  can be obtained as a result of the process of 
reconstruction of wavefronts from the hologram located in plane F, of Fig. 1.  
The overall deconvolution output appears off-axis at an inclination of 0. 

Using the sample h (x,  y) as the input, the alignment of the amplitude 
and phase filters is carried out so as to produce a bright spot in the output 
plane 0. Figure 3 a shows a sample of the texture used as input and the 
Mmponding output is shown in Fig. 3 b. A reproduction of the ampli- 
tude ater recorded for this texture sample is shown in Fig. 3 c. . 

The synthesis, of the deconvolution Nter is complete after the propel 
alignment of both amplitude?and phase filters and the system is naw ready 



Fic. 3. Components for the synthesis of deconvolution filter. 

(0) Proto-sample of a texture used for filter synthesis. 

(b) Output for Fig. 3 a. 

(c) Reproduction of the amplitude filter. 

for use. A composite texture scene shown in Fig. 4a is now used as input 
to this system. The output is shown in Fig. 4 b and it consists of a charac- 
teristic dot pattern in the region containing the selected texture. The appea- 
rance of the dot pattern is taken, for reasons aleady mentioned, to 
indicate that the desired discrimination of texture is achieved. 

It is evident from Fig. 4 b that good discrimination of the selected 
texture results from the deconvolution operation. Corresponding to 
every identifiable segment in the input plane which matches with the chosen 
sample, a brigbt spot is obtained in the oupnt plane. The weaker spots 
observed around the boundaries arise as a result of partial matching. BY 
selecting a proper threshold, the actual boundary can be detected. It is 
possible to detect a sharper boundary by choosing a smaller sample. Best 
f-esults can be ~btilined if, ideally, a unit cell is chosen as sample, 



HG. 4. Results of the operation of a deconvolution filler on a composite t e x t ~ ~ r c  sccnc. 
(a) A composite texture scenc. 
(b) Output for the scene of Fig. 4 a. 

In F I ~  4 b cloud-like patches of light are observed m the background 
across the enttre filtered scene This corresponds to the filteied DC and low 
spaha1 frequency components of the complete ~ n p ~ ~ t  scene that are allowed 
to pass through the filter. Though these effects can be reduced further by 
the Proper cho~ce of rnaxlmum dens~ty of the amplitude filter, they cannot be 
totally ehrmnated, the use of a DC stop filter would cause dark field Imagmg 
and the output image would be coirupted by excessive rmpulw like nolw 

3.1.  C o ~ p a i i s o ~  with Matched FiLtering 

Vander Lugt type matched frlteringQerformed on the scenc in Fig. 
4ayields an output shown in Fig. 5 a. An initial sample from the selected 
texture is used in the synthesis of the match.ed filter. The autocorrelation , 

firnction of this sample produced by the matched filter is shown in Fig. 5 b, . . 



FIG. 5. Resesrllts of the operation of a Conventional matched filter on the same composite 
scene of Pig. 4 a. 

(a)  Matched f i l te~ outp1:t for Fig. 4 a. 

(6) Matched filter outpat for a sample of the textule. 

It has, besides, a central maximum, several secondary maxima. The sharp 
impulses produced by a deconvolution filter, as opposed to the damped 
periodic nature of the output generated by matched filter for texture samples, 
i s  the main reason for the superior discrinlination effected by the new 
meth.od. An added advantage is the higher dynamic range obtainable with 
two element deconvol~~tion filters in comparison with single element match& 
filters4, 5. 

3.2. Placement Rules 

The array of impulse functions (bright spots) indicates the placement 
of the unit cells. It may be noted that this array could be obtained by 
using an arbitrarily chosen sample th.at would in general encompass several 
unit cells. This array essentially reveals the rules of placement. 

When two textured regions overlap, many a time an entirely different 
texture seems to emerge. Recognition of the presence of either texture in 
the overlapped region is, sometimes, a difficult task even for a human obser- 
ver. Many of the earlier methods have not even considered this problem. 
The deconvolution method is capable of detecting the presence of the selected 
texture even in the overlapped region. Eigure 6 a shows the texture created 
by translation and superposition of the texture in Fig. 3a, for wbih a 
deconvolution filter was synthesized earlier. The Ntered output for as , 

scene is shown in Fig. 6 b. The presence of the original texture (fig, 30) 
in fie input scene is clearly revealed by the dot patteqp in the output, . . 



3.4. Effects of Illunzinnlion 

The output in this opl:icaI method i\, to a considerable cxfenl, inde- 
pendent of the background gray lcvol variations that arc pl.oduced by 
external lighting conditions within the sccnc. This 'is cvidcnt from the 
input-output pair shown in Fig. 7. 

(a) Input scene. 

(6) OupU for Fig. 7 a 

The synthesis or deco~~vc,lution liltel-s is slow as it requires controkd 
photographic processing and accurate n~echanical alignment. Real time 
sY1lthesis is 1101 possible using presently available recording mitcrials. The 

scene has to be pvesxted in s~ich a manner as to have the texture 10 
be discdminated in the samc orientation as the origjnal sample from which 
the filter was made. Synchronous rotation of the input scene and outPut 



recording medium can ovcrcome this difficulty. k t  present it appears tnat 
this method ir  more suited Lo deal with regular textures. 

Further, like in any other conventional rnatchcd filter technique, here 
also an n priori kn-owledgc oE proto-sample of texture i s  necessary, 

The feasibility of using an optical deconvolution method for texture 
discrimination is demonstrated. It is shown that this method is superior to 
the conventional matched filtering technique. Further it is demonstra~ 
that good discrirminatioll of parent texture is achieved by the use of the 
method proposed here even in cases where seemingly different textures are 
generated by conditions such as overlappiug and differences in background 
illnmination. 

The authors w~sh to acknowledge with thanks lnteresl taken by 
Piof. B. S. Ramnkr~shna 113 this project. 
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